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Veterinary immunology
Educational subject description sheet

Basic information

Field of study
Veterinary Medicine

Speciality
-

Department
The Faculty of Veterinary Medicine

Study level
Long-cycle programme

Study form
Full-time

Education profile
General academic

Education cycle
2020/21

Subject code
WMWMWW-AJS.J8BO.2643.20

Lecture languages
English

Mandatory
mandatory

Block
major subjects (conducted) in foreign languages

Disciplines
Veterinary medicine

Subject related to scientific research
Yes

Subject shaping practical skills
No

Teacher responsible
for the subject

Anna Chełmońska-Soyta

Other teachers
conducting classes

Anna Chełmońska-Soyta, Julia Miller, Agnieszka Żak

Period
Semester 4

Examination
exam

Activities and hours
lecture: 15
laboratory classes: 30

Standard group
A. Basic sciences

Number of
ECTS points
3.0
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Goals

C1

The aim of the course is to achieve by the students the basic knowledge on the role of integrative role of defense
mechanisms, the rules governing of self-non-self recognition, the principles of migration, communication and co-
operation of immune cells. Subject presents the basic clinical disorders resulting from dysregulation of defense
mechanisms, immune and inflammatory nature of tissue repair, types of hypersensitivity, and also the ways of
immune-modulation in the prevention of infectious diseases in a patient and in the herd.

Subject's learning outcomes

Code Outcomes in terms of Effects Examination methods

Knowledge – Student knows and understands:

W1

knows to an extensive degree and describes in detail
the principles and mechanisms underlying animal
health, disease formation and their treatment - from
the level of cells, through the rgan, animal, to the
entire animal population;

O.W1 written exam, oral exam,
test

W2

nows to an extensive degree, describes in detail and
explains the development, structure, functioning,
behaviours and physiological mechanisms of animals
in normal conditions, as well as the mechanisms of
disorders in pathological conditions;

O.W2 written exam, oral exam,
test

W3

presents the biology of infectious factors that cause
diseases transmitted between animals, as well as
anthropozoonoses, taking into account the
mechanisms of disease transmission and defense
mechanisms of the macroorganism;

O.W6 written exam, oral exam,
test

W4
knows to an extensive degree and understands the
structure of the animal organism: cells, tissues, organs
and systems

A.W1 written exam, oral exam,
test

W5

knows to an extensive degree, describes in detail and
explains the structure, activity and regulation
mechanisms of organs and systems of the animal
organism (respiratory, digestive, circulatory,
excretory, nervous, reproductive, hormonal, immune
system and skin), as well as their integration at the
organism level;

A.W2 written exam, oral exam,
test

W6

knows to an extensive degree and understands the
principles and mechanisms underlying animal health,
disease formation and their treatment - from the level
of cells, through the organ, animal, herd of animals, to
the entire animal population;

A.W10 written exam, oral exam,
test

W7

describes and interprets the pathophysiological
changes occurring in cells, tissues, organs and
systems of animals, as well as biological mechanisms,
including immunological mechanisms, and therapeutic
possibilities that allow recovery

A.W12 written exam, oral exam,
test

W8

knows to an extensive degree the biology of infectious
factors that cause diseases transmitted between
animals, as well as anthropozoonoses, taking into
account the mechanisms of disease transmission and
defense mechanisms of the organism

A.W13 written exam, oral exam,
test
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W9
knows the principles of therapeutic procedure, as well
as the methods of diagnostic and therapeutic
procedure appropriate for the diseases occurring in
animals;

O.W4 written exam, oral exam,
test

W10
explains the correlation between factors that disturb
the balance of biological processes of the animal body
and physiological and pathophysiological changes

A.W11 written exam, oral exam,
test

Skills – Student can:

U1

analyses and interprets pathological changes and
results of laboratory tests and additional tests,
formulates the diagnosis of given disease, taking into
account the differential diagnostics, and undertakes
therapeutic or prophylactic actions;

O.U2 test

U2 plans the diagnostic procedure O.U3 written exam, oral exam,
test

U3
monitors health of the herd, as well as undertakes
action in the case of a disease that is subject to the
obligation of disease eradication or its registration;

O.U4 written exam, oral exam

U4
uses the basic laboratory techniques, such as:
qualitative analysis, titration, colourimetry, pH-metry,
chromatography and electrophoresis of proteins and
nucleic acids

A.U2 test

U5 describes changes in functioning of the organism in
the situation of homeostasis disorders A.U4 written exam, oral exam,

test

U6
is able to listen and provide answers with the use of
understandable language, appropriate to the given
situation

A.U13 oral exam

U7

uses vocabulary and grammatical structures of
a foreign language, which constitutes the language of
international communication, in the scope of creating
and understanding written and oral statements, both
general and specialised in the scope of veterinary;

O.U11 written exam, oral exam,
test

Social competences – Student is ready to:

K1 uses the objective sources of information O.K4 written exam, oral exam,
test

K2 formulates conclusions from own measurements or
observations O.K5 test

K3

is ready for reliable self-assessment, formulating
constructive criticism in the scope of veterinary
practice, accepting criticism of presented solutions,
reacting to such criticism in a clear and material
manner, also with the use of arguments referring to
the available scientific achievements in the discipline;

O.K7 written exam, oral exam,
test

K4 communicates with the co-workers and shares
knowledge O.K9 written exam, oral exam,

test

K5 deepens his/her knowledge and improves skills O.K8 written exam, oral exam,
test

Balance of ECTS points

Activity form Activity hours*
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lecture 15

laboratory classes 30

exam / credit preparation 40

exam participation 2

consultations 3

Student workload Hours
90

ECTS
3.0

Workload involving teacher Hours
50

ECTS
2.0

Practical workload Hours
30

ECTS
1.0

* hour means 45 minutes

Study content

No. Course content Activities

1.

1. The structure of the immune system. Peripheral lymphatic organs, localization
 of  Ag recognition. Lymphocyte circulation and migration.
2. Immunological recognition. Receptors of immune recognition. Main
histocompatibility complex  (MHC). Antigen presentation . T cell receptor (TCR
structure and Ag recognition
3. Immunological recognition cont.- BCR. Development and differentiation of T
and B lymphocytes.
4. Cytokines. Regulation of immune response. Inflammation.
5. Cellular cytotoxicity in immune reactions. Immune response in viral, bacterial
and fungal infections.
6. Hypersensitivity reactions.
7. Innate immunity. Mucosal immunity.
8. Immunological basis of animal vaccination. Active and passive immunization.

lecture

2.

1. Antigen (Ag) - antibody (Ab) reactions - Immunoprecipitation tests
2. Antigen (Ag) - antibody (Ab) reactions - Enzyme immunoassays (ELISA, Western
blotting). Monoclonal antibodies.
3. Antigen (Ag) - antibody (Ab) reactions - Agglutination and hemolytic reaction.
Blood group antigens.
4. Examination of granulocyte function.
5. Examination of lymphocyte function.
6. Advanced methods of immunonfenotypisation. Flow Cytometry.
7. Application of immunological tests in scientific research and clinical case
analysis.
8. Experimental immunology. Animal models of immunological diseases

laboratory classes

Course advanced

Teaching methods:

case analysis, brainstorming, problem-solving method, presentation / demonstration, teamwork, lecture, classes
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Activities Examination methods Percentage in subject assessment

lecture written exam, oral exam 50%

laboratory classes test 50%

Literature
Obligatory

Veterinary Immunology, I.Tizard,10e,ELSEVIER, 20181.

Optional

Veterinary Immunology, principles and practice, DAY AND SCHULTZ, CRC PRESS,2014 Cellular and Molecular1.
Immunology, Abbas, Lichtman, Pillai , (the d. ELSEVIER,2018
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Effects

Code Content

A.U2 Uses the basic laboratory techniques, such as: qualitative analysis, titration, colourimetry, pH-metry,
chromatography and electrophoresis of proteins and nucleic acids

A.U4 Describes changes in functioning of the organism in the situation of homeostasis disorders

A.U13 Is able to listen and provide answers with the use of understandable language, appropriate to the given situation

A.W1 Knows to an extensive degree and understands the structure of the animal organism: cells, tissues, organs and
systems

A.W2
Knows to an extensive degree, describes in detail and explains the structure, activity and regulation mechanisms
of organs and systems of the animal organism (respiratory, digestive, circulatory, excretory, nervous,
reproductive, hormonal, immune system and skin), as well as their integration at the organism level;

A.W10
Knows to an extensive degree and understands the principles and mechanisms underlying animal health, disease
formation and their treatment - from the level of cells, through the organ, animal, herd of animals, to the entire
animal population;

A.W11 Explains the correlation between factors that disturb the balance of biological processes of the animal body and
physiological and pathophysiological changes

A.W12
Describes and interprets the pathophysiological changes occurring in cells, tissues, organs and systems of
animals, as well as biological mechanisms, including immunological mechanisms, and therapeutic possibilities
that allow recovery

A.W13
Knows to an extensive degree the biology of infectious factors that cause diseases transmitted between animals,
as well as anthropozoonoses, taking into account the mechanisms of disease transmission and defense
mechanisms of the organism

O.K4 Uses the objective sources of information

O.K5 Formulates conclusions from own measurements or observations

O.K7
Is ready for reliable self-assessment, formulating constructive criticism in the scope of veterinary practice,
accepting criticism of presented solutions, reacting to such criticism in a clear and material manner, also with the
use of arguments referring to the available scientific achievements in the discipline;

O.K8 Deepens his/her knowledge and improves skills

O.K9 Communicates with the co-workers and shares knowledge

O.U2
Analyses and interprets pathological changes and results of laboratory tests and additional tests, formulates the
diagnosis of given disease, taking into account the differential diagnostics, and undertakes therapeutic or
prophylactic actions;

O.U3 Plans the diagnostic procedure

O.U4 Monitors health of the herd, as well as undertakes action in the case of a disease that is subject to the obligation
of disease eradication or its registration;

O.U11
Uses vocabulary and grammatical structures of a foreign language, which constitutes the language of
international communication, in the scope of creating and understanding written and oral statements, both
general and specialised in the scope of veterinary;

O.W1
Knows to an extensive degree and describes in detail the principles and mechanisms underlying animal health,
disease formation and their treatment - from the level of cells, through the rgan, animal, to the entire animal
population;

O.W2
Nows to an extensive degree, describes in detail and explains the development, structure, functioning, behaviours
and physiological mechanisms of animals in normal conditions, as well as the mechanisms of disorders in
pathological conditions;

O.W4 Knows the principles of therapeutic procedure, as well as the methods of diagnostic and therapeutic procedure
appropriate for the diseases occurring in animals;
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Code Content

O.W6
Presents the biology of infectious factors that cause diseases transmitted between animals, as well as
anthropozoonoses, taking into account the mechanisms of disease transmission and defense mechanisms of the
macroorganism;


